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1. In the bool<, M. S. Stol"low, I.egon$ sur les principes topologiques
de la th6orie des fonctions analytiques (ig38), it is writen that how

the IR.iemann surface, defined by M. S. Stoi'low, oÅí any analytic func-
                                                             ftion of complexes variable can be constructed. In this purpose,.he
consiclered the set V of all the elements P taking the form

              z==+co ;              X a•i(Z-z)T
              it=ipa
    (where R is a zero or integer positive or negative, and v a posi-

tive integer.) "
and said as foMowes:
    KBy giving a suitable definition of .iccumulated point of A(Vr,

V becomes a topological variety of two dimensions and zdn recoitwe-
vzentf de Plan (x) Pa,r V wlll be a requirecl Riemafin surface oÅí the
given function.Sv

    lle gave the definition of accumulated point of a set A(Pr, us--
ing a notion of points cappertaining .in the circle of convergence of

an elementPand.said: .
    KThe set G oÅí all the elements P appertaining in the circle of

convergence of an elementP is open in V. Moreover, if P is a
weierstrass' element, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
elements .P of G and the interioir points of the circle of convergence,
of P, c•tnc! this cprrespondence is a homeomorphie. Therefore, the
condition that l7 may be a topoiogical variety of two dimensions is
satisfied at that element P. IÅí P is algebraic, it is reduced to the

above-stated case, by considering the transformaÅíion

              7v-g=c'
                                                            'Åíollowed or not by a lnversionc== 2t,according as tlic sum of the

serie ofP is infinite or not at its centre :.. And ,so G is homeomorph
to the eticlidean plane, in the case v>i too.•••••••••.••)

    But, we must remarl< tiaat the set G can not contain the element
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P when•it ls not a weierstrass' elemeiit, for, by• M. Stoi'low•'s defini-

tion, an element .P appertaining,in the clr' cle of eonvergence of P is
necessarily to be a wei'erst•rass' element. And so, in this case, thc
set G can not be a .neiglabourhood of P.

    Therefore, we think, it is necessary to ascertain that there e>.iists

at least one neighbourhood of P, wl}icl} is homeomorph to the eucli-

clean plane, in the casev>i. In this purpose, we con$ider a system
                     iof neighbourhoods Gbi`(p), then the above-stated fact is proved without

difllculty. . '2• It is called that a.n elc7nent .P e V aPPertaz'ns in llie cz'rcle of
conner.aefzce of P, when the following conditions are satisf}ed : '

 ' (i) .P isaweierstrass' element, .
          (iD th6 centre Z oÅí 2D is contained in the interior of the

        circle of convergence of P, i. e. IZ-zl<r(jo), where 7'(P) is

        aradius of convergence of P,• •    (I)
          (iii) and the sum of P and that of the serie oÅí P or that
        of one determiniction of the serie of P are equal in the com-

        mon part of their circles of convergence, according as v,
        which corresponds to jo, is equal to or grater than i.
    An element P is called a7z acczdviztlalea Poz)zl of a sel A( V, if,

corresiponding to any arbitrarily ghosen positive number p>o whatever,
there exises at least one element P satisfylng the following conditions :

    , '(i) l)eA, ..
             '    r,1' (ii) .P appertains in the circle oÅí convergence of p,
    N-" of(S/i)anadlS lgssegclt:.vPeiy?SP' where Z and z are the centres

    It is clear that rhe conditions (2) aye equivaient to the conditions

    (2,)( '(['l'l ."Pp aepllll6rtains in the circie of. c6nvert/ence of p,

       N (iii) ando<IZ-gl<p, '
for, two elements .P and P of a same analytic function, which have
the saipe centre, are equal, when P appertains in the circle of con-
vergence of P. And we shac il denote the conditions (2') by [p, A, P],

for convenience' sake. .
  "' Now, let us consider, for an element P s V and any given posii-

tive number p>o; the set ol all the elements P'which appertain in
                                                     '
  i) cf. N'o. 2.
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                      '
rhe clrcle of coBvergence of P and have the centres Z such that

 IZ-gl>p, and we shall denote it by G,(p). . .
    Then llie sels G.(p) af2,tl 6bk(p)giiE G.(p)+P are all oPen in V anal
so G3`(p) z's a neik'liboz`rliooa of P.

    (proof,) If G.(p) weye not open, there would be aR element Pi
such that Pi e (V- G.(p))' but P, 'e-(V- G,(p)),' where (J7- G.(p))' means

the derived set of (Y"-G.(p)). Since Pis G,(p), thereÅíorc lzi-xl<
min. [p, r(26)], and so there exist a positive number p'>o such that

          o<p'< min. [T(p), p, r(p)-lz!-gl, p-Izi-gl]
From the condition Pi e (V- G.(p))' there exists at least one element
Psatisfying the conditions [p',l7- G.(p), P]. P and P appertain in the

ecircles of coltvergence of Pi and P respectively and l Z-2il <p'<r(P)

--  lzi-"zi, hence Pappertains in the circle of convergence of p. And
so p e G.(p), for jZ-gls-l2-zii+lgiL21<p'+lzi-21<(p-Izi-gD
-l-igi-gl =p. This contradicts (i) of conditions [p',V--G.(p), p]. '

    Therefore the set G.(p) must be open.
    Fttrther, it is clear that there exists no elment P satisfying the
conclitions [a, V- G,(p), P] for a positive number a such that o<a<p.
Therefore P-s(U--- G,(p))', and so G."(p) is also opeR. IFor, since

(l7- G.(p))'((I7- G,(p)) and (V- G,(p))'( V-P, therefore
      ( l7'- Gr,:(p))'(( V--- G.(p))'(( l7"--' G.(p))( V--P) ": V- Gp*(P)•

    Moreover, lhe sysle77i of nez'.crlibourlioods {G,*,(p)} deL7ines a toPo-

lo.crlcal sPace V zZself.

    (prooÅí) We shall denote ic Reighbourhood of P in the space V,
by U.. IFrom the fact that Gli(p) is open, there exists an U. such

that cl.(Gtr,(p)• '
  " On the other hand, since (V- U.)'((V-- U.) and Pe U., there-
foreP -e (V- U.)' for any U.. This means that there exists a number
p>o such that there is no element satisÅíying the conditions [p, I7'-
U., P], in ot,her words, if an element P appertalns iB the 'circle of
convergence of P and o<IZ-izi<p, then .Pe U,. Therefore, it is
clear that the elements .Pe G.*'(p) having the centres Z==g, are con-
tained in U,, and the elements Pe G,*,(p) having the centre Z= g, is
equal lo P, for if .l) were not equal to P, then it would be Pe G,(p)

and so 2P =P for Z=:2, this conts'adicts the proposition uP=i=P. Hence,

Gpac(P)( Up. `
    Therefore two systein {Gb"(p)} and {(f,} define a same space
and the second defiRes the space Vitself, for V ls a topological space.
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    By using this
ved that G:'`(r(P))

Z-g=cv.

system of neighbourhoods {G

is homeomorph to the clrcle

 s}21Iif it is easily pyo--
     i(7(p))V, where

    In concluslon the author wishes
Professor T. Matsumoto for hls kind
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